
DOWN
1. When a dog AWOOS!

4. A legally required vaccine for all dogs and cats

6. Animal Doctor

7. Like us, dog’s and cat’s nails are mostly made from?

8. An enclosure in which a pet can be kept for security and 
transportation

9. Our pets should get these regularly to help protect them 
from disease

11. This helps provide enrichment for pets

16. Canine

18. A collar display that usually includes: pet’s name, home 
address and phone number

19. A place that gives pets a second chance at life

ACROSS
2. Our pets need this everyday in order to receive 
nutrients and live

3. How does a dog vocally tell us they are upset?

5. A feeling we feel towards our furry family members

10. A substance placed in the bottom of a box for cats 
to use as a toilet

12. Don’t shop

13. These need regular trimmings

14. External parasite

15. Expert who teaches obedience, tricks and skills

17. A family who welcomes a homeless pet into their 
home before they are adoption ready

20. When a tail moves from side to side
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Down: Across:
1. When a dog AWOOS! 2. Our pets need this everyday in order to

receive nutrients and live
3. How does a dog vocally tell us they are

upset

4. A legally required vaccine for all dogs and
cats

5. A feeling we feel towards our furry family
members

6. Animal Doctor
7. Like us, Dog's and Cat's nails are mostly

made from?
8. An enclosure in which a pet can be kept for

security and tranport
9. Our pets should get these regularly to help

protect them from disease

10. A substrate placed in the bottom of a box
for cats to use as a toilet

11. This help provide enrichment for pets

12. Don't Shop
13. These need regular trimmings
14. External Parasite
15. Expert who teaches obedience, tricks and

skills
16. Canine

17. A family who welcomes a homeless pet into
18. A collar display that usually has pets name,

home address and phone number

DOWN 1.Howl 4. Rabies 6. Vetanarian 7. Keratin 8. Crate 9. Vaccine 11. Toys 16. Dog 18. Tag 19. Rescue
ACROSS 2. Food 3. Growl 5. Love 10. Litter 12. Adopt 13. Nails 14. Tick 15. Trainer 17. Foster 20. Wag


